Professional Education Field Experience Policies and Procedures

Introduction

Professional field experience is an ongoing part of the teacher education program. It begins in a candidate’s first semester at Marywood University and culminates with the student teaching experience.

Field Experience Hours

Field experience hours are an important and required component of the educational experience. This segment of the program is designed to provide the teacher candidate with first-hand experience in the “real world of classroom teaching” and is to be the foundation for the experiences as a teacher candidate.

Hours (no more than 20) obtained through activities such as tutoring, or employment as a TSS worker, may be counted at the discretion of the Director of Field. Field hours earned previously may transfer into the program if there is documentation and if they are in the area of certification being sought. If the hours are from a different area, 20 may transfer; field requirements for course work in the new area must be met while at Marywood. If a course requires field, a placement must be completed regardless of previously earned hours.

The teacher candidate must register every semester for a field experience placement.

The purpose of Field Experience is for a candidate to gain first-hand experience working with a mentoring teacher; therefore, a candidate may not gain field hours through employment in a school district as a coach or substitute teacher.

Field Sites

The field experience program has been designed to provide the teacher candidate with the opportunity to observe the contrasts and similarities of a variety of school districts. The size of the school district has a considerable effect on both the educational environment and the educational opportunities.

The State Department of Education classifies school districts according to the population per square mile; therefore, the categories have been divided into urban, suburban and rural. The teacher candidate is required to register for a minimum of one placement in each type of district category prior to student teaching. Once the requirement has been met, the teacher candidate may repeat any of the categories.
Placements vary and take place in different geographical areas; therefore, candidates will need transportation during part of the program. Policy requires that candidates experience a number of grade levels in different districts. Placements in local schools within walking distance are limited and are not possible for the entire experience.

Pre-Registration Procedures

In order to obtain a field experience placement candidates must:

a) Attend the pre-registration meeting scheduled each semester to receive the request form from the Director of Professional Education Field Experience (or pick up a form outside the Field Office). Dates of meetings are on the Field Experience Calendar included in the packet received with semester assignments, posted on the bulletin board outside the Field Experience Office (room 2011 – McGowan Center), and posted on Moodle.

b) Hand in the request form at the Field Experience Office during the week following the meeting.

c) Register with the registrar’s office, putting field on the semester schedule.

d) Have all current clearances on file in the Field Office: 1) Child Abuse; 2) Criminal record; 3) FBI fingerprint results; 4) TB test results; 5) Signed Act 24.

No teacher candidate is to contact any school to request a placement. The Director of Professional Education Field Experience makes all field experience placements through the school principal or designated district contact person. If a student, or parent, contacts a district teacher, principal or superintendent directly, placement in that district will be denied by the Field Office

Assignment packets will be available outside the Field Office (Room 2011) the week prior to the start of the placement as placements are approved and clearances are checked.

Time Sheets

Time sheets are designed to record the number of hours spent in an educational facility. Two (2) time sheets – white copy, signed by the co-operating teacher - must be submitted each semester (1 at mid-quarter and 1 at the semester’s end) in order to obtain a Satisfactory (S) grade. The due dates are on the Field Experience Calendar in the candidate packet as described below and are posted on Moodle. (www.moodle.marywood.edu) If a time sheet is not submitted, the teacher candidate will receive an Unsatisfactory (U) grade for the semester. Every week must be documented. Candidates are expected to be at the assigned school regularly throughout the semester.
The date, number of hours observed, grade or level must be recorded on the timesheet, by the teacher candidate, and signed by school personnel. If a candidate does not attend on a specified day, this must be noted on the time sheet (i.e. ill, snow day, holiday, etc.). Insufficient hours, with no explanation for time missed, will result in an unsatisfactory grade.

**NOTE:** Dismissal from a field experience placement, for whatever reason, by a teacher/principal/superintendent will result in an automatic Unsatisfactory (U) grade and no hours will be accepted. The Office of Professional Education Field Experience will not reassign a teacher candidate to a new placement for the semester if the candidate has been dismissed by the teacher/principal/superintendent.

**NOTE:** Two Unsatisfactory (U) grades for field placements will result in the education student being ineligible to student teach.

**Field Experience Packets**

At the beginning of each semester, the teacher candidate will be provided with a Field Experience packet which will include an assignment sheet, a Field Experience calendar, a time sheet and a Suggested List of Activities. The assignment sheet is a form that lists the educational facility to which the candidate has been assigned, the name of the cooperating teacher (if known), the area of the candidate’s certification, level, and assignment dates. Approvals will also be posted on the Field Experience bulletin board as soon as they are received.

Packets will be located outside Room 2011 in the McGowan Center the week prior to the start of the placement for those with approved placements and with current clearances on file in time for the start date of the placement. If clearances are not current, the placement will be canceled. Late starts are not permitted so school districts will not be inconvenienced.

**Falsification of Records**

Any teacher candidate who has been found guilty of: withholding information; willingly deceiving the district or university; or falsifying any information on any form submitted to the Professional Education Field Experience Director must appear before the Chairperson of the certifying department and the Director of Professional Education Field Experience. At that time, the severity of the falsification will be determined and appropriate measures taken.

If it has been determined that information on a time sheet has been falsified, the teacher candidate will receive an Unsatisfactory (U) grade for the semester and no hours will be recorded. Candidates may be dismissed from the program for falsification of records.
Clearances

- Clearances must be current throughout the entire placement/s.

The Pennsylvania Child Abuse History Clearance was amended as of July 1, 1996 and requires all school district employees to obtain an official Pennsylvania Child Abuse History Clearance. Because of this action, the school districts are requiring that teacher candidates have a current clearance on file and in hand when reporting to the school. This application can be mailed with an $8 money order to the address on the form or you can use the website to complete the application online (https://www.compass.state.pa.us.CWIS).

The Criminal History Record Information – Police Check amended the Child Protective Service law to require schools to obtain a criminal history report on all employees. School districts are requiring all teacher candidates assigned to educational facilities to maintain current clearances on file and with them while in the placement. This form can be completed on-line with a major credit card (epatch.state.pa.us/home.jsp) or mailed with an $8 money order to the address on the form.

It may take four to six weeks for any applications mailed to be received by you; therefore, it is recommended that you complete all clearances online.

Upon receipt of the processed clearance forms, photocopy each form for yourself and submit the original form to the Field Experience Office. Clearance applications can be found outside the Field Experience office, McGowan Room 2011, or downloaded from the PDE website.

As of 04/01/07 Federal Fingerprint Clearance is required in addition to the Criminal Record Check and the Child Abuse Clearance. The fingerprint-based background check is a multiple-step process, which is outlined at the following website:

www.pa.cogentid.com

The fee is $27.00 and the locations for fingerprinting closest to Marywood are:

- The UPS Store  
  201 S. Blakely St.  
  Dunmore, PA 18512  
  (570) 558-6300

- Northeast Ed Intermediate Unit #19  
  1200 Line St.  
  Archbald, PA 18403  
  (570) 876-9200

- Family Financial  
  100 River St.  
  Scranton, PA  
  (570) 207-1950

Additional locations are listed on the cogent website.
Medical Clearance: A negative Mantoux-type TB test must be on file in the Field Experience Office before the candidate can begin the placement.

The Act 24 clearance must be printed from the Field Experience Moodle site or PDE, signed, and submitted to the Field Office.

PLEASE NOTE: Candidates must present a copy of current clearances to the school office on the first day of their field placement. Clearances ARE NOT sent to individual principals from the Field Experience Office, CANDIDATES MUST PRESENT THEM.

ALL clearances must be renewed on a yearly basis. No teacher candidate will be assigned to an educational facility without current clearances on file. PA clearances are required since placements are in PA schools.

PLEASE BE AWARE: *Clearances which show any type of criminal record will likely have an effect on placement approval; therefore, the Field Office cannot guarantee placements.

Personal Etiquette

Field Experience students should adhere to the dress code determined by the University and the school district to which the student is assigned. The University dress code reads as follows:

a) Marywood University expects anyone entrusted with the education of children to assume the role of a professional educator. As a professional, prospective teacher candidates are obligated to act, dress and speak accordingly. It is expected that personal preferences in grooming be set aside if they are found to be contrary to a sound educational environment by being a distraction to students.

b) In general, jeans, shorts, sweatshirts, t-shirts, sneakers, flip-flops, observable piercings (other than ears) tattoos and hair dyes are to be avoided while in the assigned placement.

c) If a district administrator objects to a candidate’s attire, he or she has the right to deny placement.

- Marywood University teacher candidates are guests in the district and must abide by any rules and regulations set forth by the individual schools.
NOTE: Field experience placements will not be made for days/weeks outside of the assigned field experience dates. (e.g. month of May and June; two weeks prior to Christmas)

Placements are generally scheduled as follows:
Fall………mid September through the first week of December.
Spring………mid January through the end of April.

Supervised practicum placements of 100 hours, completed prior to student teaching, require sustained, continuous supervised practice in P-12 environments with field work tied to course work. Teacher candidates must demonstrate multiple competencies in the following areas:

- Planning and Preparation
- Classroom Environment
- Instructional Delivery
- Professional Conduct
- Assessment
- Knowledge of Diverse Learners

Since this practicum experience is the student’s pre-professional practice, expectations are higher. Students are expected to demonstrate professional dispositions.

Because we currently work with a select number of schools, honoring specific requests for placement is not always possible.

Throughout the field experience program, teacher candidates demonstrate their ability to create and maintain professionalism which includes: professional dress; effective communication with students and cooperating teachers; identification of techniques used for facilitating lessons; effective management of classrooms; identification of needs of exceptional students; and development of an awareness of the responsibilities of teaching as a profession and the problems of social change as they affect future classrooms.

At the conclusion of each semester cooperating teachers will evaluate teacher candidates using the Field Experience Candidate Review form in order to monitor candidate progress in placements. Candidates receiving poor scores and/or a weak evaluation may receive an “Unsatisfactory” grade for the semester and will be required to meet with the Director of Professional Education Field Experience and their academic advisor. Candidates who receive a weak rating on two or more Field Experience Candidate Review forms will be required to submit a plan for improvement to their academic advisor and the Director of Field Experience. If improvement is not made (as judged by subsequent evaluations) the candidate
may be dismissed from the teacher education program. Candidates may appeal a dismissal decision in accordance with the Student Academic Grievance Policy of the University.

**Student Teaching**

Each teacher candidate seeking certification engages in a 6-credit full-time student teaching experience which occurs over a fifteen-week period along with a 3-credit course as required by the program in which he/she is enrolled. Teacher candidates complete two assignments (7-8 weeks in duration) in two (2) separate districts in their area of certification, thus guaranteeing experience at different levels within the scope of the certification program.

The teacher candidate must pre-register in the Field Experience Office in the semester prior to student teaching for two placements within a 50-mile radius of Marywood University. The placements must be in two different school districts at two different levels.

The teacher candidate suggests placements, but the final decision and approval rests with school personnel. Once placements have been requested, changes will only be made if the student’s first choice has been denied.

Student teaching is the focal point of the total teacher education program. With guidance from the cooperating teacher and university supervisor, teacher candidates apply what they have learned in order to develop their teaching skills and demonstrate entry-level professional competency. Definite statements of the goals and responsibilities of the personnel involved are included in the Teacher Candidate Handbook.

The Teacher Candidate Handbook serves as a guide for the policies and procedures established for the student teaching experience. Competencies for the experience, policies and procedures governing workload, etiquette, absences, professional ethics, termination or change of assignment, contract disputes, and evaluation are highlighted within the handbook. The Field Experience Director fully reviews the handbook at a meeting scheduled on the first day of the student teaching semester.
The teacher candidate who is seeking post-bac certification must enroll in field experience for a minimum of 3 semesters. A total of 190 hours must be accumulated prior to student teaching:

- Semester 1 …. 45 hrs. … field
- Semester 2 …. 45 hrs. … field
- Semester 3 …. supervised practicum….commitment of two full days (minimum 100 hrs.)

**Time sheets must be submitted for all hours earned.**

Since specific competencies are being met during field and practicum, the hours listed above are minimum requirements and can be exceeded.

Before student teaching, post-bac candidates must meet the requirements listed:

- a) Complete all admission procedures specified by the Education Dept.
- b) Complete all prerequisite courses.
- c) Complete the required field experience. (190 hrs. minimum)
- d) Obtain a minimum QPA of 3.00 overall.
- e) Complete a speech/hearing screening.
- f) Have all current clearances on file.

For student teaching, register for:
- MAT Student Teaching…………..EDUC 591  01/02
- Certification only………………...EDUC 442  01/02
Choose the appropriate letter for your area. (e.g. 442E/Art)

**Student Teaching Policies**

Teacher candidates **may not** student teach in a district where:
They are currently employed;
A relative is an employee of the district;
A child or sibling is in attendance.
**Teacher candidates are strongly discouraged from student teaching in the district from which they graduated.**
**Student Teaching Procedure for Seeking an Exception**

In order to ensure appropriate supervision and ongoing support, Marywood University requires that candidates complete two student teaching experiences in placements within a fifty (50) mile radius of the University.

The University recognizes that a candidate may have an *extraordinary* circumstance for which an exception to policy may be required or may seek a placement that offers a diverse experience for the candidate. Exception to policy will be considered for the *second* of the two placements. Candidates seeking an exception to policy must:

a) Have a satisfactory field experience record;

b) Present evidence of a 3.00 QPA in the major field of study, education courses, and overall performance at Marywood University to the Education Department Chair, and the Director of Professional Education Field Experience;

c) Must complete the first placement satisfactorily at a school within the 50 mile radius;

d) Present a *typewritten letter* to the Education Department Chair and the Director of Professional Education Field Experience stating the reasons (extenuating circumstances) for seeking an exception to policy. The letter, including the proposed site for student teaching, must include the reason for the request and must be submitted by *October 15th* for Spring placements and *March 15th* for Fall placements;

e) Candidates who are given an exception are responsible for expenses incurred by the University Supervisor. This may include, but is not limited to, reimbursement for mileage beyond the 50 miles, hotel accommodations, meals;

f) All exceptions are conditional based on the University’s ability to obtain suitable supervision for the candidate. Exceptions may be denied if a qualified supervisor is not available.
In all cases, a successful first student teaching experience is prerequisite to final approval. Hence, if it becomes obvious to the faculty that the initial student teaching experience is not being successfully completed, the earlier approval can be rescinded. In any case, at the point of the mid-quarter evaluation in the first placement, the Director of Professional Education Field Experience will either endorse the affirmative decision made earlier or recommend against the experience. The department offers no guarantee that approval decisions can be made in time to qualify for a refund.

The decision for granting an exception to policy will be made by the Education Department Faculty.

Post-Bac Internships

Teacher candidates who hold a valid Intern Certificate will complete a 6 credit internship rather than the traditional student teaching. An internship is completed at the school where the intern is employed. Interns are required to complete the equivalent of 15 weeks of full-time teaching in their area of certification.

Teacher candidates completing an internship are required to:

- hold a valid intern certificate
- complete all program requirements prior to the start of the internship
- register for 6 credits of internship (EDUC 473/01-02)

The University will assign a supervisor who will supervise the intern during the internship experience. Ideally the internship placement should be within a 50 mile radius of the University. Interns who are completing internships outside of a 50 mile radius are responsible for paying additional mileage costs (beyond 50 miles), food and, when required, lodging for the University Supervisor.

If the internship placement is terminated prior to completion, for reasons other than unsatisfactory performance, the intern will be given credit for the time completed. The intern will need to complete the remaining required hours prior to recommendation for an Instructional I Certificate.
Student Teaching Semester

Both the cooperating teacher and the University Supervisor play an important role in the student teaching experience. The cooperating teacher is carefully selected by the school district from teachers who meet the following criteria:

a) Certification in the teaching area;

b) Three years of successful teaching experience;

c) One-year experience within the school district;

d) Recommendation by school administrator;

e) Ability to communicate skills of teaching to a teacher candidate, and

g) Professional attitude

The responsibilities of the cooperating teacher are listed in the Teacher Candidate Handbook and the Cooperating Teacher Handbook. The cooperating teacher is required to observe and evaluate a minimum of one lesson per week beginning the second week of the student teaching experience and continuing through the final week. The cooperating teacher will also complete the bi-weekly teacher candidate evaluation form (2nd, 4th and 6th week).

University Supervisors may be faculty members of the department of the subject area of certification or part-time supervisory employees. They are qualified, experienced teachers who hold certification in the area of their supervising responsibilities. In many cases they are also involved in the methods and/or curriculum courses.

The University Supervisors will make an initial orientation visit to the student teaching site. In addition, they are required to make a minimum of three observation visits during the placement period. During these visits, clinical supervision techniques are employed. Teacher candidates confer with their University Supervisors immediately following the visit whenever possible. The responsibilities of the University Supervisor can be found in the Teacher Candidate Handbook and the University Supervisor Handbook.

Midway through each student teaching experience a three-way conference is held with the cooperating teacher, the University Supervisor and the teacher candidate. At this time, strengths and weaknesses are discussed, as well as goals the teacher candidate may have for the remainder of the experience.
A final evaluation is completed by the cooperating teacher and the university supervisor at the end of the placement. In addition, the university supervisor, in a conference setting with the teacher candidate, completes the Pennsylvania Department of Education 430 Performance Evaluation Form. The PDE 430 form is completed at the end of each placement. Prospective educators receive a pass/fail (S/U) grade for the student teaching experience. The teacher candidate must have two successful student teaching placements, and submit a Teacher Work Sample after the first placement which meets the approval of the university supervisor, to receive a satisfactory grade for the semester.

*Please remember the agreement you signed acknowledging that you will be held accountable for meeting all program requirements.*

** Information concerning the programs and requirements can be found in the graduate catalog.

** Refer to Moodle, under Field Experience, to access handbooks and important announcements.

** Check bulletin boards for current information and notice of meetings.

** Check the Marywood University website.
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
FOR THE FIELD EXPERIENCE STUDENT

1. Become familiar with the physical, social, and academic structure, as well as the services offered to students, in the classroom and school.

2. Observe and discuss how the cooperating teacher handles: daily routines; record keeping; correcting papers; etc.

3. Observe and discuss classroom management techniques with the cooperating teacher.

4. Observe and discuss how the cooperating teacher plans and executes lessons.
5. Participate in classroom activities and work with students on an individual basis.

6. Gather and prepare materials for bulletin boards, learning centers, exhibits, displays, etc.

7. Operate and assist with classroom technology.

8. Help monitor testing situations.

9. Monitor and assist with pupil activities during free period or independent study, seat work, etc.

10. Be willing to step in and help as needed.

---

**Suggested Activities For Practicum Students**

Read to students

Tutor

Individual instruction

Small group instruction

Whole Group instruction (for one or two classes; not the entire day)

Observe other classes (including specials; music, art, gym)

Read a test to a student(s)
Work with a student to make up missed work
Help student(s) with seat work (worksheets, stories)
Correct homework
Grade papers/file papers
Make copies of tests
Gather needed supplies
Distribute papers
Design a bulletin board/display student work
Become familiar with technology used in the classroom
Carry out morning exercises (attendance, collecting forms, collecting homework)
Help with classroom housekeeping duties
Escort students to lavatory, library, nurse, lunch, office
Be a field trip chaperone